
 The following is an email TBA received from Joe Bader on March 15, 2023 regarding 
 proposed  SB 1892  (Springer). 

 It is our opinion that including honeybees as agriculture for ad valorem tax was a wise decision 
 for the Texas Legislature. It significantly increased both bee colonies and beekeepers in the 
 state. Honey bees are vital to our economy and to our existence. Year after year after year, we 
 see high colony loss numbers across the US with no clear explanation for the cause. The 
 original legislation provides an insurance policy by spreading the risk of a disastrous loss all 
 across the state into small apiaries. 

 Nine Months of Bees 
 The clause that will hurt new or struggling beekeepers most is the requirement to have bees on 
 for nine months. First year beekeepers don’t know it’s prudent to order bees in the fall in order 
 to get them in April. In the hill country, we won’t have our beekeeping field day and bee delivery 
 until May. The ag appraisers manual says "agriculture will be the primary use for the bulk of 
 the calendar year covered by the application." For cattle, that would be 6 months and a day. 
 For bees, 7 months is OK. 9 months is a penalty.  This one requirement will eliminate or 
 discourage many potential beekeepers who would want to work toward agricultural value. 

 Progressive Degree of Intensity 
 Most appraisal districts don't think much about the degree of intensity for bees. They have 
 farmers and ranchers on their ag advisory board. Progressive degree of intensity (more acres 
 means more cows) makes sense for cattle, but makes no sense for bees. A colony will 
 generally forage for at least a half mile. In some places in Texas, this will not matter because 
 forage is good. In the hill country and many other places, it does matter. Having more colonies 
 because the property is 15 or 20 acres is, in my opinion, thoughtless and cruel to the bees. 
 More colonies 
 where forage is good, makes sense. Like all other ag, the county chief appraiser is in a better 
 position to determine degree of intensity than a legislator. 

 Wildlife Management 
 Our experience is in the hill country with relatively poor forage for bees. Keeping agricultural 
 appraisal is popular in subdivisions of ranches often because the appraisal districts place high 
 values on these properties. Developers in the hill country are subdividing ranches into five and 
 ten acres lots. Consider a ranch subdivision with 100 ten-acre lots. We see over half of the 
 property owners in these ranch subdivisions take on beekeeping or lease bees. In nature on 
 1000 acres of cedar and limestone, you would likely find no more than 8 or 10 colonies. Forage 
 is good in the spring, but bad for most of the rest of the year. In many parts of Texas, 
 the natural forage is less than optimal. If wildlife management is not available, there will be 400 
 plus colonies with enough natural forage to support ten colonies. The idea that property owners 
 can sustain 8 colonies by planting flowers on 10 acres is a foolish notion. Those flowers only 
 bloom temporarily and rely on inconsistent rainfall. Wildlife management is a relief valve. If this 
 law passes as is, it will result in the death of thousands of colonies. Beekeepers already lose 
 close to 40% of their colonies. This will only exacerbate the losses. 

https://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=88R&Bill=SB1892


 We hope TBA will support the effort to maintain wildlife management. 

 Joe and Lolita 
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